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Neudorff leads the way in banishing the menace of tunnelling ants 

 

Ants – they’re the bane of peoples’ lives during the warmer months! As the mercury 

rises each spring, their characteristic hollowing-out of gaps in between paving slabs 

around the house and on terraces begins in earnest. Even the smallest crack in hard 

standings can quickly become an eyesore as ants’ tunnelling leaves an unsightly 

mess. 

 

The good news is that infestations of ants around the house on paths, patios and 

terraces can be quickly brought under control with Neudorff’s AntFree Ant Killer 

Granules. This innovative ant killer uses a natural active ingredient, while the 

product is certified by the Organic Farmers & Growers’ Association (OF&G), 

providing people with added peace of mind. 

 

What really makes AntFree Ant Killer Granules stand out from the crowd is the 

pioneering manner in which the formula quickly and effectively targets these 

unwanted invaders. The result is an enhanced level of control, providing users with 

two application options to ensure that nests are tackled with ease. 

 

For ultimate control, the granules should be dissolved in water and applied with a 

watering can. This method is highly effective, ensuring that the treatment penetrates 

deep down into ants’ nests, thereby targeting insects that do not have access to the 

surface. This soil drenching method ensures that the nest is killed quickly and 

effectively, rather than simply targeting insects at the surface. To achieve maximum 

levels of control, Neudorff advises drenching nests early in the morning, taking care 

to ensure that the solution penetrates all cracks and joints close to the nest when the 

treatment is being applied. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

However, Neudorff recognises that in today’s busy world, households can demand 

even quicker application techniques, and that’s why AntFree Ant Killer Granules can 

also be scattered straight from the pack, providing effective control of infestations. 

 

Guy Jenkins, Consumer Manager at Neudorff’s UK distribution Partner, DLF Seeds 

Ltd, said: “With ongoing restrictions curtailing everyday life due to the Covid-19 

pandemic, the reality is that many of us will be spending another summer at home, 

with outdoor spaces providing a lifeline for our mental and physical health. The 

menace of ants tunnelling on patios, terraces and hard standings around the house 

leaves an unsightly mess in outdoor living areas and left untreated, paths  and 

terraces can become slippery due to excavated debris. Neudorff’s AntFree Ant Killer 

Granules are versatile and easy to use and, when applied as a liquid solution, 

effectively kills nests deep underground, ensuring that the ant problem is dealt with 

once and for all.” 

 

AntFree Ant Killer Granules specifically targets ants by using the natural ingredient 

pyrethrins, derived from Chrysanthemum cinerariaefolium extract. A 500g shaker can 

of AntFree Ant Killer Granules has an RRP of £6.49. For more information visit 

www.neudorff.co.uk for details. Or find online stockists on 

www.neudorff.co.uk/stockists.html. 

 

Neudorff, experts in natural gardening since 1854, is one of the few companies 

worldwide to develop its own plant protection and plant care products, with the widest 

range of products certified by the Organic Farmers and Growers’ Association. Since 

entering the UK market in 2012, the company has built-up an enviable reputation for  

offering the highest quality gardening products that are gentle to people, pets and the 

environment. 
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Use biocides safely. Always read the label and product information before use. 


